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Coach:
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Theme:

Team/Age:

U9s

Session 4: Passing 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

- Proper technique
-Accuracy
-Change of speed
-Pace of ball

Activity 1

GATE PASS TO SELF
(10-15min)
Players dribble in grid and
then pass the ball through a
gate. After passing they run
around the gate and collect
the ball.
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Activity 3

2v2 w/ 2 NEUTRALS
(15-20min)
Make a grid and have 3 sets
of pairs. 2 of the pairs play
2 v2 while the other set of
pairs is always offence. So it
is essentially 4v2 all the
time. After a certain
amount of time switch the
neutral team.

Progression:
-Specify how the ball must be
struck

-Moving toward ball to receive
-Keeping ball on ground
-Movement after the pass

Activity 2

3 PERSON PASSING
(10-15min)
Two outside players have
the ball. Player in middle
receives pass from one
player and then passes back
to same player. Middle
player then turns and
receives pass from other
player and returns pass.
(use cones to mark spots)

Objectives

Key Coaching Points
-Ankle locked, non-kicking foot
toward target, Head up
-Proper pace on the ball
Discover Question:
-Where do you need to strike the
ball? Why?
-How did you have to run right
after the pass?

-Keep body moving "on toes"
-Use both feet
-Play ball to side in order to turn
-Turn with the ball

Progression:
-One touch
Discovery Question
-time them and see how many pass -Why do you need to move
they can get in
forward to receive the pass
-Fake turn one way and then turn
the other
-Outside players can do throw-ins
to center player

-Triangles
-Moving to create options
-Passing to space
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-Forward is not always the best
option
-Movement off the ball, don't stand
-Check in check out
Progression:
-Make good passes to players feet
-Neutral players can only play wide or into space for them to run onto
(you can make a channel for them) -Dribble until defenders put
-Limit neutral players touch
pressure on you
Discovery Question:
-How did you try and get open
when you didn't have the ball?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)
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Print Form

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Continue to ask them about terms
such as: offence, defense, goal side,
touch line, end line etc...
HOMEWORK:
Dribble around the yard using only
the inside of your feet. Then using
only the outside
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